Dates: June 2nd to July 14th (6 weeks)

Price: $2,800* (flights not included)

Tackle environmental issues head on with this applied entrepreneurship program covering:

Sustainability Economics / Environmental Science
Local Case Studies / Portuguese Lessons / Business Plan Writing / Pitching

For six weeks you will learn to sharpen your entrepreneurial senses and you will develop sustainable solutions to local environmental issues. For more information and to begin your application process, contact Sophia Watkins at watkins@forestfund.co.

Sophia Watkins graduated from Harvard in 2015 with a degree in Economics. She now works at the forefront of deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon Rainforest—dedicated to understanding the economics of destruction and driving change towards a healthier and more sustainable future.

“My goal is to equip more young people with the tools to take on our world’s toughest problems.”